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Abstract. With molecular dynamics simulations, deformation and fracture processes in
ultranarrow graphene nanoribbons are examined. It is revealed that twisted and flat graphene
nanoribbons having width of 4 atomic cells exhibit giant plasticity specified by plastic strain
degrees of 180% and 290%, respectively. Such extremely high strain values were never observed in previous experiments and simulations. Plastic deformation of the graphene nanoribbons
occurs through generation and re-arrangement of disclinations (non-six membered rings of
carbon atoms) as well as transformations of disclinated graphene regions into monatomic
carbon chains. Complete failure of the ultranarrow graphene nanoribbons is realized through
breaks of C-C interatomic bonds at monatomic carbon chains characterized by high tensile
strength of 45-50 GPa.

1. INTRODUCTION

sic elements for a new generation of nanoelectronic
devices and nano-electromechanical systems.
Graphene shows the remarkable electronic, therAlso, graphene shows the unique mechanical
mal, and mechanical properties [1-10], opening up
properties [5,7,19-21] which are of crucial technoa range of new applications. In particular, graphene
logical importance. So, following experimental data
exhibits the excellent electronic properties due to
[19], pristine graphene sheets/membranes are speciits 2D hexagonal crystal structure and the presence
fied by highest ever measured strength ( 130 GPa),
of charge carriers behaving like massless particles
high elasticity (with maximum elastic strain 25%)
[1,4]. One of the most effective approaches to
and superior Young modulus ( 1.0 TPa). At the same
modify, design and control the electronic properties
time, in most cases, monolayer graphene under
of graphene is to fabricate it in the form of
mechanical load exhibits a brittle behavior (see, e.g.,
nanoribbons, (either flat or twisted) narrow graphene
experimental data [19-21]) that significantly limits
ribbons with widths less than 20 nm [11-15]. In doits practical utility. Such a behavior involves an elasing so, effects of free edges come into play in
tic deformation stage followed by fast catastrophic
graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) and strongly affect
failure without plastic deformation capable of pretheir properties. For instance, following theoretical
venting dangerously fast fracture processes. In the
predictions [16-18], the edge effects can control
context discussed, from both fundamental and apwhether a GNR is metallic, insulating or semiconplied viewpoints it is highly interesting to understand,
ducting. In these circumstances, GNRs with their
if one can avoid an undesired brittle behavior of
outstanding electronic properties are viewed as bagraphene through its manipulations. In this paper,
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Initial state of twisted graphene nanoribbon. (b)-(d) Structural transformations of
twisted graphene nanoribbon during its plastic deformation at strain degrees of (b) = 40%; (c) = 90%; and
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edges is shown at each disclination. (e) Stress-strain dependences for twisted and flat graphene nanoribbons
(red and black curves, respectively) each having width of 4 atomic cells.
with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we red
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that, shows giant plasticity characterized by plastic strain degrees up to 290% prior to failure.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we consider deformation behaviors of
ultranarrow GNRs with width of 4 atomic cells in
uniaxial tension tests. In our MD simulations, initially twisted and flat, ultranarrow GNRs (Fig. 1a)
under tensile loading are examined (Figs. 1b-1d). In

general, GNRs with widths less than 20 nm show
the unique electronic and mechanical properties [918,22] which are different from those exhibited by
large-area graphene due to the edge effects occurring in GNRs. Besides, the non-flat geometry can
cause additional effects on the properties of twisted
GNRs, by analogy with curved graphene and other
carbon materials [23-28]. In the context discussed,
it is logical to expect that in the limiting case where
flat and twisted GNRs have an ultrasmall width (4
carbon atomic cells), they can exhibit unusual deformation behavior.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Monatomic carbon chain having 16 atoms under tension along chain axis.
In description of deformation and fracture processes in HDG, we used the Large-scale Atomic/
Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator MD simulation package. In order to specify interatomic bonds,
the adaptive intermolecular reactive bond order
(AIREBO) potential [29] is utilized which is conventionally exploited in computer models of deformation and fracture processes in graphene materials.
More details of the computational procedure can be
found in Appendix and paper [30].
With MD simulations, we calculated stress-strain
dependences for the flat and twisted, ultranarrow
GNRs (Fig. 1e). Each of the dependences has the
three segments corresponding to elastic straining,
plastic deformation and fracture. During an extended
plastic deformation (characterized by strain ranging from 30% to 210% (Fig. 1e)), first, disclinations
(non-six membered rings of carbon atoms) are intensively generated in the twisted GNR (Figs. 1 b
and 1c). Then, formation of a monatomic carbon
chain occurs which joins two separate 2D pieces of
the GNR (Fig. 1d). Similar processes come into play
in the flat ultranarrow GNR.
The plastic strain degrees, 1 ( 180%) and 2
( 290%), exhibited by the twisted and flat GNRs
(Fig. 1e), respectively, are really giant. Such extraordinarily high values were never reported in previous experiments and simulations concerning
graphene structures.
During plastic deformation, values of the flow
stresses for the flat and twisted GNRs are in the
ranges 20-70 GPa and 35-90 GPa, respectively (Fig.
1e). These values are very high, but they are lower
than the experimentally measured [17] intrinsic
strength ( 130 GPa) of brittle, micron-sized graphene
membrane. Thus, plasticity/ductility of ultranarrow
GNRs is enormously enhanced at the expense of a
moderate degradation of their strength, as compared
to micron-sized graphene.
Also, with MD methods, we simulated tensile
tests for isolated monatomic carbon chains (Fig.
2). According to our simulations, tensile strength of
a monatomic carbon chain has values of 50, 48 and
45 GPa, when the chain consists of 4, 8, and 16
atoms, respectively. That is, monatomic carbon
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of the GNR.
Figs. 1a-1d illustrate structural transformations
of the twisted GNR during its plastic deformation.
The onset of plastic deformation in initially hexagonal crystal lattice of the GNR (Fig. 1a) occurs
through generation of dipoles of 5- and 7disclinations (5- and 7-membered rings of carbon
atoms) (Fig. 1b). Such disclination dipoles are
equivalent to dislocations [6] that serve as carriers
of plastic flow in graphene [31,32]. At the intermediate stage of plastic deformation, new n-disclinations
(with n being 3, 4, 5, and 7) are intensively generated in GNR and form complicated configurations
(Fig. 1c).
Note that point n-disclinations in 2D graphene
serve as analogues of line disclinations in conventional 3D materials where these line disclinations
significantly contribute to plastic deformation at
certain conditions. In particular, dipoles and other
configurations of line disclinations effectively carry
plastic flow in nanocrystalline 3D materials [33-36],
and this is called the disclination deformation mechanism. In the context discussed, it is logical to think
that dipoles and other configurations of ndisclinations generated at the plastic deformation
stage carry plastic flow in 2D graphene materials,
including ultranarrow GNRs. This statement is well
consistent with the experimental observations
[31,32] of plastic deformation carried by dipoles of
5- and 7-disclinations (dislocations) in graphene as
well as our simulations (Figs. 1b-1d) demonstrating
that n-disclinations are intensively generated and
undergo various transformations during plastic deformation of the twisted GNR.
The specific feature of ultranarrow GNRs is in
the fact that generation of disclinations is significantly enhanced in them, as compared to conventional GNRs and large-area graphene. The reason
is in the effect of GNR free edges that effectively
screen stresses of disclinations and thereby dramatically reduce their formation energy d2, where
d is the distance between a disclination and the
nearest GNR edge. As a corollary, plastic deformation carried by disclinations is facilitated in
ultranarrow GNRs specified by extraordinarily small
values of d, and such GNRs can exhibit giant plasticity.
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It is interesting to notice that disclinations also
serve as inevitable structural elements of amorphous
graphene [37,38]. In particular, formation and growth
of the amorphous phase in graphene under irradiation are identified as generation and expansion of
disclination clusters, respectively [37,38]. In the
context discussed, we conclude that the disclination
mechanism of giant plastic deformation involves local amorphization (Fig. 1c) in ultranarrow GNRs.
With further tension of the initially twisted GNR,
one of its disclinated regions is transformed into a
monatomic carbon chain (Fig. 1d). Elongation of the
chain occurs through both accession of new atoms
to it and associated transformations of disclinations
in adjacent GNR regions. Thus, at the final stage of
plastic deformation, the chain elongation and re-arrangements of disclinations crucially contribute to
plastic flow of the ultranarrow GNR. In doing so, the
transformations of disclinations are highly enhanced
in ultranarrow GNRs due to the pronounced edge
effects. The plastic deformation stage in the GNR
is followed by its complete failure (separation of the
GNR into two isolated pieces) realized via break of
an interatomic bond at the monatomic carbon chain.
Note that, following computer simulations [39],
the melting of graphene involves intensive formation
of dipoles of 5- and 7-discinations as well as transformations of disclinated graphene regions into a 3D
network of entangled monatomic carbon chains.
These melting mechanisms are similar to physical
mechanisms of giant plastic deformation of
ultranarrow GNRs, namely stress-induced formation
of disclinations (with dominant formation of dipoles
of 5- and 7-discinations; see Figs. 1c and 1d) and
transformation of disclinated graphene regions into
a monatomic carbon chain (Fig. 1d). Thus, there is
some similarity between the melting and giant plastic deformation processes in graphene, including,
first of all, transformation of 2D graphene structures
to 1D carbon chains.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
To summarize, following our computer simulations,
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superior degrees of plastic strain up to 270%) and
very high flow stresses (20-90 GPa) (Fig. 1e). Plastic deformation of twisted and flat, ultranarrow GNRs
occurs through generation and re-arrangements of
disclinations as well as transformations of disclinated
graphene regions into a monatomic carbon chain
that elongates with rising strain (Figs. 1a-1d). These
processes are enhanced in ultranarrow GNRs due
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to the pronounced effects of free edges that effectively screen stress fields of disclinations and thereby
reduce energies specifying their formation and transformations. At the final stage of plastic deformation,
a monatomic carbon chain is produced (Fig. 1d)
which has a very high tensile strength of 45-50
GPa. That is, giant plastic deformation of an
ultranarrow graphene nanoribbon involves transformation of 2D graphene structure to 1D carbon chain.
According to our simulations, monatomic carbon
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which case their elongation makes ultranarrow
GNRs (Fig. 1d) weaker during plastic deformation.
As a consequence, the strength of a monatomic
carbon chain (Fig. 1d) controls the fracture strength
of the GNR whose complete failure is realized via
break of an interatomic bond at the chain. These
results are important for understanding the nature
of deformation and fracture processes in graphene
and other 2D materials.

APPENDIX
A1. General Simulation Method
In simulations of deformation behaviors exhibited by
monatomic carbon chains, twisted and flat GNRs,
we exploited the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular
Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS), a MD simulation package. In order to specify interatomic bonds,
we used the adaptive intermolecular reactive bond
order (AIREBO) potential[29] conventionally utilized
in computer models of graphene structures and their
transformations under mechanical load. In our simulations with the AIREBO potential, the cut-off radius
specifying short-range covalent interactions is choaS Oa( i
In order to describe the deformation behavior of
GNRs, 3D simulation cells are used with sizes choaS Oa( f( f( i3. The distance between carbon
atoms in graphene in its initial (pre-deformation)
ab
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cell contains 100 atoms arranged in 4x10 hexagonal carbon rings of a GNR (Fig. 1a).
Before the computer simulation of tensile deformation of graphene, we performed preprocessing to
involve NPT simulation (dynamics with constant
pressure and constant temperature) during 100 picoseconds at room temperature and zero pressure
at boundaries of the simulation cell. Then the tensile strain was applied along the nanoribbon long
axis with a strain rate of 0.05% per picosecond.
The simulations were performed at temperature of
300K.
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thermal vibrations again are simulated in the GNR
in order to reach its smooth geometric shape. As a
result, the twisted GNR is formed (Fig. 1a).
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